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Comment
Craig Burnside, Duke University and NBER
The carry trade in currencies is an investment strategy whereby an in-
vestor borrows funds in a low interest rate currency in order to lend in a
high interest rate currency. If uncovered interest rate parity (UIP) held,
the investor would expect to make zero profits on average, because the
interest differential would reflect the expected depreciation of the high
interest rate currency against the low interest rate currency. UIP has
been studied by many researchers in international economics and has
been widely rejected. Contrary to what the UIP condition predicts, on
average, high interest rate currencies tend to appreciate against low in-
terest rate currencies, at least when the currencies being studied are
those of advanced economies with relatively low inflation. Perhaps
not surprisingly, therefore, the carry trade is a profitable investment
strategy. As Burnside et al. (2008) report, the average excess return of
a simple carry trade strategy based on up to 20 currencies and executed
monthly over the period 1976–2007 was close to 5% per year. More sur-
prisingly, the annualized Sharpe ratio of this strategy was 0.97, more
than double that of the value‐weighted U.S. stockmarket over the same
period.
Some research in international economics has tried to directly tackle

the UIP puzzle. Other research tries to explain the apparent profitability
of the carry trade. Clearly any explanation of one is likely to provide
insights into the other. As a result, Brunnermeier, Nagel, and Pedersen’s
paper, which focuses on the carry trade as an investment strategy, is of
interest not only to researchers in finance but also to a wider audience of
macroeconomists.
The contribution of Brunnermeier et al.’s paper is the novelty of the

empirical work. They provide an interesting collection of new facts
that, at least informally, provide support for the theoretical “liquidity
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spirals”model in Brunnermeier and Pedersen (2009). In my view the key
findings are fourfold.

1. Speculative activity in currencies rises persistently when interest dif-
ferentials widen.

2. The negative skewness of carry trade returns increases conditional
on a wider interest differential.

3. When measures of market volatility (interpreted as changes in inves-
tor risk appetite) go up, speculative activity and carry trade returns go
down.

4. Indicators of tightening interbank liquidity predict carry trade losses.

I will discuss the meaning and importance of these findings in more
detail below, but they provide loose support for the following story.
Suppose the interest differential between two currencies widens. As a
result, speculation increases, but, due to liquidity frictions, it does not
rise quickly enough and with enough volume to immediately eliminate
deviations from UIP. Furthermore, perceived downside risk (skewness)
increases, raising the cost of crash insurance, and these effects together
dampen investors’ willingness to speculate. In the face of shocks, in-
cluding those to risk preferences, market liquidity goes down, specula-
tors unwind positions, and this can precipitate large shifts in exchange
rates.
Should a model with liquidity frictions be the model of choice? Mod-

els with financial market imperfections and other frictions have long been
considered candidate explanations of the UIP puzzle, so Brunnermeier
et al. are in good company. Their paper contributes to a long‐lived area
of research in international finance.1 Another reason to considermodels
of financial frictions is, in my view, the empirical failure of other lead-
ing explanations of the UIP puzzle. As I discuss in more detail below,
standard risk‐based stories do not hold up when confronted by the
data. Another recurrent explanation that has received attention in
the literature is the “peso problem.”2 Making reference to Burnside
et al.’s (2008) empirical findings, however, I argue that formajor curren-
cies the evidence for peso problems as an explanation of the UIP puzzle
is weak. Therefore, there is a strong case for research into other potential
explanations.
Brunnermeier et al.’s findings suggest that models with liquidity fric-

tions deserve a closer look. My main criticism of the paper is that the
links between theory and empirics are loose enough that we do not
get a firm sense of the quantitative success of the model. As I mentioned
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above, a simple carry trade strategy earned a 5% mean excess return
between 1976 and 2007. Can a liquidity‐based story explain this excess
return? If so, how much skewness in carry trade returns is required to
make the story work? Is this degree of skewness consistent with what
we see in the data? Future research should tackle these questions.
In the rest of this comment, I first describe the carry trade in more

detail and explain how its profitability relates to the failure of UIP. I then
briefly review the evidence against risk‐based and peso‐problem‐based
explanations of the UIP puzzle, while referring the reader to Burnside
et al. (2008) for more details. Finally, I return to the authors’ contribution
and discuss their empirical findings in more detail.

I. The Carry Trade and UIP

Consider three simple investment strategies. One is to lend in the do-
mestic money market. The gross return of this strategy in local currency
units is

1þ it; ð1Þ

where it is the domestic interest rate. The second strategy is to convert
local currency (U.S. dollars) to foreign currency and lend it in the for-
eign money market. The return of this strategy in dollars is

ð1þ i�t Þ
Stþ1

St
; ð2Þ

where i�t is the foreign interest rate and St is the spot exchange rate at
time t measured in dollars per foreign currency unit (FCU). The third
strategy is like the second, except that the investor lending in foreign
currency hedges his exchange rate risk by buying dollars in the forward
market at the rate Ft. His return is

ð1þ i�t Þ
Ft
St
: ð3Þ

Since the strategy of lending dollars and the strategy of lending FCUs
combined with a forward hedge are both nominally riskless (in dollars),
the returns given in (1) and (3) must be equal, implying the covered
interest parity (CIP) condition:

1þ it
1þ i�t

¼ Ft
St
: ð4Þ
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Standard asset‐pricing theory implies that there exists a stochastic
discount factor, Mt, that prices dollar payoffs. That is, there exists an
Mt such that

1 ¼ Et½Rtþ1Mtþ1�; ð5Þ
where Rt is the time‐t realization of the gross return of any investment
strategy and Et is the conditional expectations operator given informa-
tion available at time t. Combining (2), (4), and (5) and using the fact
that (5) implies that 1þ it ¼ 1=EtMtþ1, we obtain

Ft
St
EtMtþ1 ¼ Et

�
Mtþ1

Stþ1

St

�
: ð6Þ

Some simple rearrangement of (6) leads to

Etδtþ1 ¼ ft � CovtðMtþ1 δtþ1Þ
EtMtþ1|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

pt

; ð7Þ

where δt ≡ ðSt � St�1Þ=ðSt�1Þ and ft ¼ ðFt � StÞ=St. Here, pt represents a
“risk premium.” A version of (7) for interest rates holds approximately
and can be derived using (4):

Et δtþ1≅ i�t � it � pt: ð8Þ
The unbiasedness hypothesis, that the forward rate, Ft, is an unbiased

predictor of the future spot rate, St+1, is that the condition (7) holds
without the “risk premium” term: pt ¼ 0. Equivalently, the UIP hypoth-
esis is that (8) holds for pt ¼ 0. A standard test of this hypothesis is to
run the regression

δtþ1 ¼ aþ bft þ ϵtþ1 ð9Þ
testing the null hypothesis that a ¼ 0, b ¼ 1.3 Burnside et al. (2008)
study a panel of 20 major currencies observed on a monthly basis
against the U.S. dollar over the period 1976–2007. For most of these cur-
rencies the estimate of b is negative and lies significantly below one. In a
few cases, it lies significantly below zero.
The carry trade in currencies is motivated by this failure of UIP. It is

important to note that this motivation does not rely on the precise es-
timate of b. Instead, the key fact is that currencies at a forward premium
do not, on average, depreciate by the amount of the forward premium.
Given this fact, a strategy of borrowing cheap currencies and lending
expensive ones should be profitable. Equivalently, selling currencies
forward when they are at a forward premium should be profitable.
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Measuring the profitability of the carry trade and other currency strat-
egies offers a way of measuring the economic significance of the failure
of UIP.4 Burnside et al. (2008) report that over the period 1976–2007 an
equally weighted carry trade portfolio, executed monthly using up to
20 currencies, earned an average annual excess return of about 5%.5 (In
what follows, I refer to this strategy as the CTstrategy.) This return is sta-
tistically significant but smaller than the average excess return of the
stock market over the same period (about 7%). On the other hand, carry
trade returns are much less variable than stock returns, with an annual-
ized standard deviation of about 5% (compared to about 15% for stocks).
As a result the Sharpe ratio of the carry trade is double that of stocks.

II. Risk‐Based Explanations

The failure of UIP has received a great deal of attention in the literature,
and it is not my intention to thoroughly survey that literature here. A
number of theories have been proposed. Perhaps the most conventional
of these theories is that the failure of UIP is rationalized by the behavior
of the risk premium, pt, in (7) (see Fama 1984). One approach to mea-
suring the risk premium is to assume that the exchange rate is a ran-
dom walk, Etδtþ1 ¼ 0, since it is well known that this is a reasonably
good approximation to the behavior of many exchange rates. Given this
assumption, pt ¼ ft; the forward premium is the risk premium. The prob-
lemwith this approach to measuring the risk premium is that it is purely
mechanical and lacks economic content.6 By construction, it can be used
to “explain” the returns on any asset, but it tells us nothing about the eco-
nomic sources of risk. To do that we need an economically meaningful
stochastic discount factor, Mt+1, such that

pt ¼ CovtðMtþ1; δtþ1Þ
EtMtþ1

:

This is much more challenging and has been an elusive goal in the litera-
ture. For example, Burnside et al. (2006, 2008) build stochastic discount
factors from conventional measures of risk such as consumption growth,
stock returns, and so forth, and find that these do not explain the real
excess returns of the carry trade. The basis of their argument is straight-
forward. If Re

t is the real excess return of some asset, standard asset‐
pricing theory implies the existence of a stochastic discount factor,mt, such
that

EðRe
tmtÞ ¼ 0: ð10Þ
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If the stochastic discount factor,mt, is linear in a vector of risk factors, ft, we
can write mt ¼ 1� ð ft � μÞ′b, where μ ¼ Eð ftÞ. With this definition of mt,
(10) implies that

EðRe
tÞ ¼ CovðRe

t ; ftÞb: ð11Þ
Equation (11) states that if an asset’s expected excess return is nonzero,
the asset’s returnmust covarywith ft. Burnside et al. (2008) show that the
excess return of the CT strategy is positive and significantly different
from zero yet is statistically uncorrelated with every risk factor and vec-
tor of risk factors in their data set. The same is true for carry trade port-
folios sorted on the basis of the size of the absolute value of the forward
premium. Without covariance, a risk‐based story cannot work.7
III. Skewness of Carry Trade Payoffs

The failure of conventional risk models has led to a wide variety of al-
ternative explanations of the returns to the carry trade or, equivalently,
theUIPpuzzle. Some stories center on the properties of the higher‐ordered
moments of the distributions of carry trade payoffs.
Exchange rate speculation is often viewed as being especially risky in

that the returns to common trading strategies are highly skewed and
have fat‐tailed distributions. Investors might limit their positions in for-
eign exchange because of this, and this might explain what look like
unexploited profit opportunities.
While it is true that the payoffs to carry trades carried out for indi-

vidual pairs of currencies are highly variable and skewed, the view that
exchange rates display particularly severe skewness and kurtosis is far
from fair. As Burnside et al. (2008) show, the excess returns to the CT
strategy from 1976 through 2007 are skewed (−0.66) and kurtotic (6.73),
but the degree of skewness is not statistically significant.
IV. Peso Problems

One argument in defense of skewness as an explanation of exchange
rate puzzles is that there is a peso problem. Originally, the “peso prob-
lem” referred to the possibility that market participants put positive
probability on rare switches in monetary policy that are infrequently
observed.8 In particular, the Mexican peso traded at a forward discount
in the early 1970s despite being pegged to the dollar, presumably because
market participants feared a policy‐driven devaluation of the peso. But
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this devaluation did not occur until 1976. As a result, over a long period
of time the forward discount appeared to be a poor predictor of the change
in the value of the peso. Put differently, unobserved skewness might ex-
plain the returns to the carry trade even if observed skewness cannot. Re-
cently, a related literature has developed that explores the notion that “rare
disasters” (infrequent events leading to big negative payoffs) can explain
puzzles in equitymarkets.9 Farhi andGabaix (2008) argue that a calibrated
rare disasters model can explain the UIP puzzle.
Do peso problems or rare disasters explain the profitability of the

carry trade? Burnside et al. (2008) argue against pure peso problem ex-
planations, because the average payoff of a hedged CT strategy is close
to the average payoff of a plain CT strategy. The plausibility of rare di-
sasters, in contrast, rests on the stochastic discount factor being very
large in the disaster state.

V. Liquidity Frictions

As I mentioned in my introduction, Brunnermeier et al.’s paper is
mainly empirical, but their empirical work is guided by the theoret-
ical model in Brunnermeier and Pedersen (2009) in which liquidity
frictions play a key role. One reason this model is interesting is that
it offers an explanation of the carry trade puzzle that relies neither on
a conventional risk mechanism nor on peso problems. The main mech-
anism in the model is a liquidity friction that prevents a rapid and imme-
diate response by investors to shocks affecting the value of an exchange
rate. In a conventional exchange ratemodel a sudden increase in a central
bank interest rate, for example, would lead to an instantaneous apprecia-
tion of the currency, to be followed by an expected depreciation. In a
model with a liquidity friction investors respond to the interest rate in-
crease but their response takes time, so the appreciation of the currency is
protracted. In the meantime, carry trade in the currency is profitable. Li-
quidity frictions also play a role in currency crashes. Inmodels with these
frictions, small shocks or time variation in investors’ risk aversion can
lead to shortages of available liquidity and the unwinding of carry posi-
tions. The consequence is that exchange rates can “crash” and the returns
to the carry trade can turn negative.
I will now elaborate on, and discuss the significance of, the four key

empirical findings in Brunnermeier et al.’s paper that I highlighted ear-
lier. The first finding is that the volume of currency speculation, mea-
sured by the net futures position of noncommercial traders in foreign
currency, rises persistently when interest differentials (forward premia)
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against the U.S. dollar widen. This result is consistent with the notion
that market frictions slow the response of exchange rates to fundamen-
tal shocks.10 So when forward premia widen, speculators initiate carry
trades, but these carry trades remain profitable over extended periods
of time.
Second, thedegree of negative conditional skewness in carry trade returns

increases when interest differentials (forward premia) rise. Brunnermeier
et al. provide two measures of conditional skewness at month t. One is a
purely empirical measure: the within‐sample skewness in daily exchange
rate changes (normalized by the sign of the forward premium) in month
tþ 1. The other is a theoretical or impliedmeasure of skewness backed out
from risk reversals.11 Brunnermeier et al. find that increasing forward pre-
mia predict increased skewness using either measure. This suggests that
while profit opportunities are created by widening forward premia,
downside risk also increases. Unfortunately, the relationship between
the forward premium and skewness is statistically stronger with realized
skewness than it is with implied skewness. Consequently, it is not com-
pletely clear that changes in skewness are anticipated by speculators
and reflected in option prices. Finding this link would strengthen the case
for the liquidity story.
Third, the volume of speculative trading and the returns to the carry

trade go down when there is an increase in the implied volatility of the
S&P 500, as measured by the VIX index. Changes in implied volatility
measures for options are sometimes interpreted as changes in the risk
appetite of investors.12 Interpreted this way, the association of de-
creased speculation with higher VIX volatility suggests that as investors
lose their general appetite for risk they unwind their carry trade posi-
tions. In amodel with liquidity frictions this has spillover effects on other
speculators, making them more likely to unwind their positions as well.
Alternatively, changes in implied volatility are sometimes interpreted as
changes in the perceived or actual volatility of the asset underlying the
option. Given this interpretation, the link between speculative activity in
currency markets and VIX volatility would be less clear.
The fourth fact is that a rise of the spread between LIBOR rates and

short‐run T‐Bills (TED) is correlated with current and 1‐week‐ahead carry
trade losses. This spread is often interpreted as an indicator of liquidity
in interbank markets. The negative correlation between this spread and
carry payoffs, of course, provides a very suggestive link to the liquidity
mechanism in the Brunnermeier and Pedersen (2009) model.
Taken together, the empirical facts provide some support for the story

I told in the introduction. One thing that concerns me, however, is that
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time variation in the conditional skewness of carry trade returns plays a
central role. As I mentioned above, the degree of observed uncondi-
tional skewness in the data is less than dramatic. Also, evidence in
Burnside et al. (2008) regarding the returns to hedged carry trade posi-
tions suggests that unobserved perceived skewness may not be that
much larger. None of this, of course, rules out the possibility that con-
ditional skewness works, but we are left with several open questions:
Does conditional skewness occasionally increase sharply? If so, how
much?Also, howmuch conditional or unconditional skewness is needed
in the Brunnermeier and Pedersen (2009) model to explain the returns to
the carry trade? Is a lot of skewness needed, or does the model structure
magnify the importance of a given degree of skewness?13 I would love to
see quantitative answers to these questions.
The results relating to VIX implied volatility and the TED spread are,

to me, the most intriguing. In weekly data, both variables are nega-
tively contemporaneously correlated with carry trade payoffs, while
the TED spread has strong negative predictive power for carry trade
payoffs a week ahead. Also, both variables have marginal predictive
power (beyond that of the forward premium) in regressions that predict
carry trade returns at the quarterly frequency. This hints at a quantita-
tive solution to the UIP puzzle or, put differently, a better understand-
ing of the “risk premium” in equation (7). Again, the issue is whether
the quantitative significance of VIX and TED adds up to a significant
portion of the mean excess return to carry trade.
To sum up, the authors have written a very creative paper with new

empirical findings that shed light on a central puzzle in international
finance. I think their paper represents a big step forward in our under-
standing of how foreign exchange markets work, and at the very least
they have provided a whole new set of facts that future researchers in
international finance will need to grapple with. Moving forward, as I
have suggested several times in this comment, the next question is
whether the excess return to the carry trade can be fully explained by
volatility measures and liquidity spreads.

Endnotes

I thank Martin Eichenbaum and Sergio Rebelo for useful conversations, and the Na-
tional Science Foundation for financial support.

1. Financial market frictions are emphasized in an early review article by Froot and
Thaler (1990).

2. Rogoff (1980) is an early contribution.
3. Early examples include Fama (1975, 1984), Bilson (1981), and, in a GMM context,

Hansen and Hodrick (1980).
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4. An early example is Levich (1979).More recently, Villanueva (2007) and Burnside et al.
(2006, 2008) have examined the profitability of the carry trade and regression‐based trading
strategies.

5. Burnside et al. (2008) form the equallyweighted portfolio by selling forward 1/(Fn) units
of each currency for which F > S and buying forward 1/(Fn) units of each currency for which
F < S, where n is the number of currencies with available data at each date. This ensures that
currency by currency the amount bet on each currency is equivalent to 1/n U.S. dollars.

6. The exercise can be repeated with any forecasting model, but this does not change
the mechanical nature of the calculation.

7. Lustig and Verdelhan (2007) argue that conventional consumption‐based risk factors
explain the returns to portfolios of long positions in foreign currencies sorted on the basis of
the interest differential with the United States. Burnside (2007) argues, however, that the
correlation between their portfolio returns and the risk factors is veryweak, consistent with
Burnside et al.’s (2008) findings. Furthermore, the weak correlation between factors and
returns implies that the particular models being estimated are weakly identified, making
asymptotic inference unreliable. Finally, a common‐to‐all‐assets pricing error is intro-
duced to the model as an additional parameter yet is not included in the pricing error
when themodel is tested. Lustig, Roussanov, andVerdelhan (2008) also favor a risk‐based
explanation of the returns to the carry trade. They argue that two carry trade portfolios
explain the cross‐sectional distribution of the expected returns to sorted carry trade port-
folios. While potentially interesting, this result does not explain why the two core portfo-
lios themselves have positive expected returns.

8. Early treatments of the peso problem are Rogoff (1980) and Krasker (1980). Lewis
(1995) provides a useful review.

9. An early example is Rietz (1988), who argues that the equity risk premium can be
explained as long as aggregate crash risk is taken into account. Recent examples are Barro
(2006) and Gabaix (2007).

10. A related, but somewhat different, model is presented by Bachetta and van
Wincoop (2007). In their model, infrequent portfolio optimization by investors can ratio-
nalize the UIP puzzle.

11. The Black‐Scholes option‐pricing formula assumes that the log exchange rate fol-
lows a Brownian motion, possibly with drift, with constant volatility σ. Given an option
price, the “implied volatility” can be backed out from the formula. The theory underlying
the formula assumes a symmetric distribution for exchange rate changes around the drift,
so in theory implied volatility does not vary with the strike price of the option, but this is
not true in practice. Deviations from constant implied volatility such as volatility smiles
and smirks are often interpreted as indicators of skewness and kurtosis in the true under-
lying distribution of exchange rate changes. A risk reversal is the difference in implied
volatility between an out‐of‐the‐money put option and a symmetrically out‐of‐the‐money
call option and is sometimes interpreted as an indicator of market‐perceived skewness.

12. The Black‐Scholes option‐pricing formula relates the price of the option to the vola-
tility of the price of the underlying asset. Given an option price, the “implied volatility” can
be backed out from the formula. In reality, changes in implied volatility could reflect
changes in the volatility of the underlying asset price, but they could also reflect other fac-
tors, such as changes in the risk aversion of market participants.

13. One mechanism may be that because the returns to the carry trade are on average
lower than those on stocks, carry traders may be more highly leveraged than equity inves-
tors. Also, the role of liquidity emphasized by Brunnermeier et al. may be more important
in the markets where carry trades are executed.
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